Abstract-We consider a problem in which two encoders observe different components of a memoryless, Gaussian, vectorvalued source. The encoders separately communicate with a decoder, which attempts to reproduce the vector-valued source subject to constraints on the expected squared error of each component. We complete the determination of the rate region for this problem by determining the minimum sum rate needed to meet a pair of target distortions. The proof involves coupling the problem to a quadratic Gaussian "CEO problem."
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the quadratic Gaussian version of the two-terminal source-coding problem, the setup for which is depicted in Fig. 1 . Two encoders observe different components of a memoryless, Gaussian, vector-valued source. We assume that these components are correlated in general. The encoders, without cooperating, send messages to a single decoder over rate-constrained, noiseless channels. The decoder attempts to reproduce both components, subject to separate constraints on the expected squared error of its estimates. We seek to determine the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that allow the decoder to meet a given pair of target distortions. We call this set the rate region. Of course, this problem can be easily formulated for general sources and distortion measures. Our focus on the quadratic Gaussian case is motivated both by its fundamental nature and by its importance in applications. This problem is naturally viewed as a lossy version of Slepian and Wolf's problem [1] . The main result of this paper is an explicit characterization of the rate region as a function of the target distortions.
This problem was studied as early as 1978 [2] , [3] , when it was recognized that an inner bound could be obtained by combining vector quantization with the binning method of Cover [5] . More recently, Oohama [4] determined the rate region for the problem in which only one of the two distortion constraints is present. By interpreting this problem as a relaxation of the original problem, he obtained an outer bound on the rate region of the latter. He showed that this outer bound, when combined with the inner bound just mentioned, determines a portion of the boundary of the rate region. As a result of his work, showing that the inner bound is tight in the sum rate suffices to complete the characterization of the rate region. This is the contribution of the current paper.
Our approach is to lower bound the sum rate of a given code in two ways. The first way amounts to considering the rate required by a hypothetical centralized encoder that achieves the same error covariance matrix as the code. The second way is to establish a connection between this problem and the quadratic Gaussian "CEO problem," and then invoke existing results characterizing the sum rate of the latter. For some codes, the cooperative bound is tighter. For others, the CEObased bound may be tighter. Taking the maximum of the two yields the desired lower bound.
The next section contains a precise formulation of the problem and the statement of our main result, Theorem 1. We provide some preliminaries and the necessary background on the CEO problem in Section III. We prove our main result in Section IV. Section V contains some concluding remarks.
We use the following notation. Boldface, lower case letters (µ) denote vectors over space while letters with a superscript n (y n ) denote vectors over time. Boldface, upper case letters (D) denote matrices. Lightface letters (ρ, R) denote scalars. Whether a variable is deterministic or random should be clear from the context.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULT
be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian zero-mean random vectors. Let
denote the covariance matrix of (y
. Analogous notation will be used for other random vectors.
The first encoder observes y n 1 , then sends a message to the decoder using the map
The second encoder operates analogously. The decoder uses the received messages to estimate both y n 1 and y n 2 according to the maps
2 ), and a decoder (ϕ
for all j in {1, 2}, and
Let RD denote the set of achievable rate-distortion vectors, and let
where RD denotes the closure of RD . We call R (·, ·) the rate region for the problem. The (minimum) sum rate for a given distortion pair
is defined to be
We note that there is no loss of generality in assuming that E[y n 1 (1)] = E[y n 2 (1)] = 1, since the observations and the estimates can be scaled to reduce the general case to this one. By similar reasoning, we may assume that ρ ≥ 0, i.e., that the observations of the two encoders are nonnegatively correlated. Since the two extreme cases ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 can be handled using classical techniques, we shall assume throughout the remainder of the paper that 0 < ρ < 1.
We now define three sets that will be used to describe the rate region for this problem. Let
, where log + x = max(log x, 0). Likewise, let
.
1 All logarithms in this paper are base two.
Finally, let
where
Theorem 1: For the Gaussian two-terminal source-coding problem,
The proof is deferred to Section IV. In the meantime, we review the quadratic Gaussian CEO problem and state some ancillary results.
III. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
There is a natural coding method for this problem. Each encoder first vector quantizes its observation as in singleuser rate-distortion theory. The resulting digital signals are then communicated losslessly to the decoder via Slepian-Wolf coding [1] . The decoder uses the quantizations to estimate the observations. Using this method, one can show one half of Theorem 1 [2] , [3] , [4] ,
Oohama [4] found the rate region when only one of the two distortion constraints is present
As a consequence, it holds
These results already determine the rate region in a special case. To describe this case, let D G be the set of all 2 × 2 matrices D such that
for some diagonal and positive definite matrix Λ. We call D G the set of distributed Gaussian distortion matrices, since it equals the set of matrices D such that there exist random variables u 1 and u 2 satisfying the following four properties: (i) (y 1 , y 2 , u 1 , u 2 ) are jointly Gaussian, (ii) u 1 ↔ y 1 ↔ y 2 ↔ u 2 , meaning that u 1 , y 1 , y 2 , and u 2 form a Markov chain in this order, (iii) 0 < Var(y j |u j ) < 1 for all j ∈ {1, 2}, and (iv) the covariance matrix of (
, then the rate region can be determined using existing results.
Lemma 1:
The proof requires only an elementary calculation and is omitted. In light of this lemma and Eqs. (2) and (3), it suffices to show that when
This is shown in the next section.
Our proof uses a characterization of the sum rate for the quadratic Gaussian CEO problem. In the two-encoder version of this problem, encoders 1 and 2 observe y 1 and y 2 , respectively, and then communicate with a single decoder as in the original problem. But now y 1 and y 2 are of the form
where x, n 1 , and n 2 are independent, Gaussian random variables, and the decoder estimates x instead of y. The distortion measure is again the expected squared error. The rate region for this problem was recently found independently by Oohama [6] and Prabhakaran, Tse, and Ramchandran [7] 2 . The sum rate can be expressed as the solution to an optimization problem over Gaussian auxiliary random variables u 1 and u 2 inf I(y 1 , y 2 ; u 1 , u 2 ) : (x, y, u) are jointly Gaussian,
where d is the allowable distortion. For our present purpose, we will find it more convenient to consider the related problem in which the decoder attempts to estimate µ T y for some given vector µ. We call this problem the µ-sum problem. For some values of µ, the µ-sum problem can be easily solved by coupling it to a CEO problem.
Lemma 2: The sum rate for the µ-sum problem with µ 1 · µ 2 > 0 and allowable distortion d is given by
The proofs of this lemma and the next one are omitted due to space constraints. Both can be found in the full version of the paper [8] . Here we consider some properties of D G and the optimization problem (6) . Recall that D is in D G if there exists a diagonal and positive definite matrix Λ such that
This formula provides a convenient way of evaluating the offdiagonal element of D in terms of its diagonal elements and ρ. Let us write
2 In fact, both works solved the problem for an arbitrary number of encoders, but this generality is not needed here.
where θ ∈ (−1, 1) . Equating the off-diagonal elements in (7) gives
This equation has several uses:
1) It allows us to immediately conclude that θ must be positive. 2) It shows that there is a unique D in D G with topleft element d 1 and bottom-right element d 2 , since this quadratic equation in θ only has one solution in (−1, 1). 3) By solving for θ and taking the solution in (−1, 1) , it yields a formula for the determinant of D,
where β(·, ·) was defined in the last section. It can happen that the infimum in (6) is not achieved by any D in D G . But it turns out that every D in D G solves a µ-sum problem for some µ with µ 1 · µ 2 > 0. This fact will be used in the proof of our main result.
Lemma 3: For any D * in D G , there is a vector µ with µ 1 · µ 2 > 0 such that D * achieves the sum rate for the µ-sum problem, i.e.,
The proof of this lemma in the full version of the paper [8] shows that if D * has equal diagonal elements, then D * solves the µ-CEO problem with µ T equal to [1 1]. Thus, we can explicitly identify the vector returned by Lemma 3 in this case. This fact makes the proofs that follow simpler and more concrete when the two distortion constraints, d 1 and d 2 , are equal. As such, the reader is encouraged to keep this case in mind as we turn to the proof of the main result.
IV. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Recall that we may restrict attention to the case in which 
and define
Let µ denote the vector supplied by Lemma 3, that is, a vector with µ 1 · µ 2 > 0 such that
Then define
The next lemma is central to the proof of our main result.
Proof: The hypothesis implies that there exists a code (f
where h(·) denotes differential entropy. But
[9, Theorem 9.4.1], and
since conditioning reduces entropy. Now letD i denote the distortion matrix of y n (i),
and letD
denote the average distortion matrix of the code. We may assume that ϕ
are MMSE estimators, in which case Theorem 9.6.5 in Cover and Thomas [9] implies that
Applying the concavity of log-det [9, Theorem 16.8.1], we have
by (10) . ThusD must be nonsingular and hence positive definite. Let us write it as
ThenD D θ , meaning that D θ −D is positive semidefinite. In particular, |D| ≤ |D θ | [10, Corollary 7.7.4] . This implies
Combining Eqs. (10), (11), and (12) gives
Next observe that
In particular,
i.e., this code achieves distortion at most µ T D θ µ for the µ-sum problem. Lemma 2 then implies that
Combining this with (13) gives
The conclusion follows by taking the infimum over θ in (−1, 1) .
The next step is to evaluate the infimum in (9) . The two bounds R coop (·) and R sum (·) are shown in Fig. 2 for the case ρ = 0.5 and d 1 = d 2 = 0.5. We will show that these two functions always intersect at the correlation coefficient of D * , and at this point, they equal the min-max.
Lemma 5: It holds,
Proof: Let us write D * , the matrix in D G with diagonal entries (d 1 , d 2 ), as
Then observe that since θ * > 0, if θ > θ * , we have On the other hand, if θ < θ * , then since R sum (·) is nonincreasing,
where we have used the fact that µ in the definition of R sum (·) was chosen so that D * achieves the sum rate for the µ-sum problem with distortion µ T D * µ. It follows that
Lemma 2 implies that R sum (·) is nonnegative. Hence, so is the left-hand side. We can conclude the proof, therefore, by invoking the formula for the determinant of a distributed Gaussian distortion matrix, Eq. (8). Proof of Theorem 1. As discussed in Section III, it suffices to show that
In this case, Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that if the rate-distortion vector
Since the right-hand side is continuous in (d 1 , d 2 ), it follows that if the point (R 1 , R 2 , d 1 , d 2 ) is in RD , then (14) again holds. This implies the desired conclusion.
V. DISCUSSION
A consequence of our result is that single-user vector quantization followed by Slepian-Wolf coding [2] , [3] , [4] achieves the entire rate region for this problem. Recent work has shown this technique to be optimum for several network source-coding problems. For instance, it has been shown to achieve the entire rate region of the quadratic Gaussian CEO problem [6] , [7] and the sum rate of the binary erasure CEO problem [11] .
Our result relies on the solution to the µ-sum problem given in Lemma 2. The proof of Lemma 2, which is given in the full version of the paper [8] , is noteworthy in that it involves adding a new component x to the source (y 1 , y 2 ). Unlike more typical auxiliary random variables, x does not represent a component of the code. Rather, it is used to aid the analysis by inducing conditional independence among the messages sent by the two encoders. This technique of augmenting the source to induce conditional independence has proven useful in other contexts as well. Ozarow [12] used it to prove the converse for the Gaussian two-descriptions problem. Wang and Viswanath [13] used it to determine the sum rate for the Gaussian vector multiple-descriptions problem with individual and central decoders. Finally, Wagner and Anantharam [11] used it to prove an outer bound for the general multiterminal source-coding problem.
